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1. Flying the Flag 
1.1 Flags may be flown on every day of the year. Government and local authority 

buildings in England, Scotland and Wales are encouraged to fly national flags 
every day of the year. 

1.2 The Town Council will fly the flag of St George for a week in April to 
commemorate St George’s Day. 

 

2. Flags at Half-mast 
2.1 Half-mast means the flag is flown two-thirds of the way up the flagpole, with 

at least the height of the flag between the top of the flag and the top of the 
flagpole. 

2.2 When a flag is to be flown at half-mast, it should first be raised all the way to the 
top of the mast, allowed to remain there for a second and then be lowered to the 
half-mast position. 

2.3 When a flag is being lowered from half-mast, it should again be raised to the top 
of the mast for a second before being fully lowered. 

2.4 Flags should be flown at half-mast on the following occasions: 

(a) From the announcement of the death until the funeral of the Sovereign, except 
on Proclamation Day when flags are flown at full-mast following the 
proclamation. 

(b) From the announcement of the death until the funeral of a member of the 
Royal Family styled ‘Royal Highness’, subject to special commands from the 
Sovereign in each case. 

(c) On the day of the announcement of the death and on the day of the funeral of 
other members of the Royal Family, subject to special commands from the 
Sovereign in each case. 

(d) The funerals of prime ministers and ex-prime ministers of the United Kingdom, 
subject to special commands from the Sovereign in each case. 

(e) Any other occasions where the Chairman and in his absence the Deputy 
Chairman,  decide when the flag is to be flown at half-mast. 

2.5 Flags fly at full-mast on Remembrance Sunday 
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